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1. INTRODUCTION
This User Manual has been prepared for use with an Executive or
Super Executive terminal set up to operate as an Attendant
Console.
NOTE: This document covers the features supported by
variants of Version 3 and Version 4 software. Reference
has been made in the description of various features
that the feature is only supported by Version 4 software.
Any reference to V4.xx implies variants of Version 4
software.
The Super Executive terminal is only supported by V4.xx software.
The system operates with one of two facility code sets, SET1 or
SET 2. The manual describes both code sets. If the code is the
same for both sets the facility description will only have one code set
description. The system supervisor will control which code set is
utilised.
The Console is designed for the efficient handling and distribution of
internal and external calls.
Only those facilities directly related to the Attendant Console are
covered in this manual.
Those facilities available to terminal users, to which the Console still
has access, and the system and terminal features are covered in the
Terminal User Manual.
The system is configured by the System Supervisor to recognise the
terminal as an Attendant Console, after which a number of
additional facilities are available. (See Section 8).
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Up to 10 terminals can be formed into a Console group and
allocated a common extension number. The default extension
number is 9 but can be changed by the System Supervisor.
Each Console in the group still retains its own extension number.
The Executive and Super Executive (V4.xx only) terminals provide
full loudspeaking and handsfree operation and have an LCD display
for showing time, date, dialled number, messages etc.
The display has a contrast control and the tone caller and
loudspeaker are electronically controlled for volume and pitch.
The Super Executive (V4.xx only) terminal has a fully integrated
headset port. When the headset is plugged in, the handsfree facility
does not function and the speaker key performs the on/off hook
function for the headset.
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The Executive terminal has the following keys:







12 button standard keypad incorporating 1 to 0 * and #
14 programmable keys: 8 with associated LED indicators
Program key
Facility key
Speaker key
2 volume keys for adjusting the tone caller and loudspeaker

Executive Terminal

LINE 704

LINE 708

LINE 712

LINE 716

ANSWER
HOLD

NIGHT SERVICE

PAGE

DROP

PROGRAM

FACILITY

RETRIEVE
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The Super Executive (V4.xx only) terminal has the following keys:






12 button standard keypad incorporating 1 to 0 * and #
20 programmable keys with associated LED indicators
8 fixed function keys
3 fixed function keys with associated LED indicators
2 volume control keys

Super Executive Terminal (V4.xx only)

DROP

R
O
P
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2. PROGRAMMABLE KEYS/STATUS INDICATORS
Facilities, extension numbers, group extension numbers and
exchange lines can be stored at a particular programmable key, and
accessed when the key is pressed. This allows the placing of a
frequently used facility or telephone number under a selected key.
The programmable keys with an indicator next to them can have any
facility, extension number, or external exchange line associated with
them. These indicators show if the line programmed is in use e.g.
free, busy, ringing etc.
FREE
BUSY
RINGING HELD
-

Lamp off
Lamp On
Fast Flashing
Slow Flashing

The bottom two rows of programmable keys can only be associated
with facilities.
Two of the keys have special functions:
PROGRAM (P)

Starts and ends the process of assigning
facilities to the programmable keys.

FACILITY (F)

The first of a sequence of key presses that
initiates a facility e.g. transfer, divert etc.

These keys cannot be changed or replaced with other facilities.
After entering the code of a facility that is allowed to you, the Facility
Accept tone is heard. If the facility is not allowed, or unavailable, the
Facility Reject tone is heard.
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The default facility keys for an Attendant Console using an
Executive Terminal are as shown below, but can be changed to suit
your own requirements subject to the aforementioned restrictions.
01
LINE 704

02
LINE 708

03
LINE 712

05

06

07

0

18

19

PAGE

DROP

23

22

NIGHT SERVICE

24
PROGRAM

FACILITY

RETRIEVE

04
LINE 716

08

20
ANSWER

21
HOLD

The numbers above the keys are for reference purposes only, and
are not printed on the key labels.
The key numbers 23 and 24 are fixed function keys and are not user
programmable.
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The default facility keys for an Attendant Console using a Super
Executive (V4.xx only) Terminal are as shown below:

DROP

INTRUDE

The numbers above the keys are for reference purposes only, and
are not printed on the key labels.
The key numbers 17 – 24, 29 and 30 are fixed function keys and are
not user programmable.
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2.1

Programming a key with a facility
The following example describes the sequence for storing a
facility at a selected programmable key.
With the handset on-hook: Press and release PROGRAM
 Select a programmable key e.g. 08
KEY O8

FACILITY

 Enter a facility code e.g.

*

4

(Conference).

 Press and release PROGRAM
KEY O8
F*4

The facility is now programmed to that key.
2.2

Programming a key with an extension number
An extension number can be stored at a facility key, allowing a
frequently dialled extension to be dialled quickly.
Note: During programming a # can be added to the beginning of
the extension number. If the # is added, when the programmed
key is pressed, the terminal will automatically go off-hook, enter
SPEAKER mode and dial the stored number.
 With the handset on-hook
 Press and release PROGRAM
 Select a programmable key, e.g. 06.
KEY O6
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 Enter the extension number to be stored, e.g. #
or 2
0
3

2

0

3

 Press and release PROGRAM
KEY O6
#203

or

KEY O6
203

The extension number is now stored at that key.
Note: If the system operates as a satellite off a host PBX, then
the access code 0 and a pause # must be entered before dialling
the number of an extension connected to that PBX.
2.3

Programming a key with an external (exchange line) number
An external number can only be associated with a programmable
key if it has been allocated an Abbreviated dialling code. (see
6.1)
The Abbreviated dialling code can be programmed under a key
as described in 2.1.
Note: Access to exchange lines is allocated to the terminals by
the System Supervisor.

2.4

Clearing a programmable key
Re-programming the store as described in sections 2.1 and 2.2
will clear a previously programmed facility, extension, or external
number.

2.5

Viewing a programmable key
 Press and release PROGRAM
 Select a programmable key, e.g. 06.
KEY O6
#203

or

KEY O6
203

The display shows what has been programmed under the key.
If nothing has been stored, then only the key number, 01 to 30.
KEY 07
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3. MAKING CALLS
Calls can be made to other extension numbers on the system, and
to external (exchange line) numbers on the public network.
Calls on the exchange lines are dependent on the Class of Service
allocated to your terminal by the System Supervisor.
You can terminate any call at any time:
 Press and release

DROP

or

 Press and release

FACILITY

*

5

0

or

 Replace the handset
3.1

Handsfree operation
Full handsfree operation is available on the Executive and Super
Executive terminals allowing you to speak to, and hear, the other
party without lifting the handset.
Pressing and releasing the SPEAKER key whilst on-hook
activates handsfree mode, and is also used for switching between
handsfree and handset modes.
The loudspeaker volume is adjustable via the + and – control
keys.
The MUTE facility allows you to mute the speech transmission
during a call in order to speak privately without the other party
hearing your conversation.
Setting Mute during a call
Set1
 Press and release FACILITY
Set2
 Press and release FACILITY

10

*

#

#

9

3

7
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Cancelling Mute
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release
3.2

FACILITY

*

#

FACILITY

#

9

3

7

Headset operation
The Super Executive Terminal (V4.xx only) provides an integral
headset. The headset functionality is such that when the headset
is plugged in, the handsfree facility will not function. The handset
will function normally.
If the headset is removed during a call, the handsfree facility will
automatically be utilized. For privacy reasons the handsfree
microphone will be muted.
A headset mute is also available and is set and cancelled in the
same manner as the handsfree microphone (see 3.1).

3.3

Making an internal call
 Lift the handset

or press

SPEAKER

 Listen for dial tone.
PLEASE KEY

 Dial the required extension number e.g. 2

0

3 or

 Press and release the pre-programmed key if one has
been allocated to the required extension number.
203 RINGING

203 ANSWERED

then
The indicator will flash when ringing, and be steady when
answered.
Note: If the system operates as a satellite off a host PBX, then the
access code 0 and a pause # must be entered before
dialling the number of an extension connected to that PBX.
11
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3.4

Making an exchange line call
 Lift the handset

or press

SPEAKER

 Listen for dial tone.
PLEASE KEY

 Press and release the exchange line key (if allocated) or
 Dial 7 and the two exchange line digits e.g. 0
0

8

or

1

4

or

2 etc. or

 Dial the exchange line access code 0
EXCH 04

 Dial the required number.
EXCH 04
<number>

Note: If the system operates as a satellite off a host PBX, then
the PBX access code (e.g. 9) must be entered when the
exchange line number, e.g. EXCH 04, is shown on the
display, before dialling the required number.
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4. RECEIVING CALLS
4.1

Answering a call
Your terminal will ring, and if the calling extension has been
allocated a programmable key on your terminal, the indicator next
to that key will flash whilst ringing and be steady when answered.
During ringing, the display shows the calling number:
CALL FROM 203

The indicator associated with 203 flashes.
 Lift the handset

or press

SPEAKER

PLEASE KEY

 Press and release

ANSWER or

FACILITY

*

5

1

or
 Press the extension key (if allocated)
CALL FROM 203

You are connected to the call and the indicator is steady.
 If another call arrives while you are speaking to 203, the display
shows:
CALL FROM 202
WAITING

The indicator associated with 202 flashes.
The display then reverts back to:
CALL FROM 203

13
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 When 203 replaces his handset, or, you press
or

FACILITY

*

5

0

DROP

the display shows:

PLEASE KEY

The indicator associated with 202 flashes.
 Press and release

ANSWER or

FACILITY

*

5

1

or
 Press the extension key (if allocated).
CALL FROM 202

You are connected to the call and the indicator is steady.
 If you terminated the call with 203 by replacing your handset,
(or pressing SPEAKER), your terminal will ring and the display
shows:CALL FROM 202

The indicator associated with 202 flashes.
 Lift the handset

or press

SPEAKER

PLEASE KEY

 Press and release ANSWER or FACILITY
or
 Press the extension key (if allocated).

*

5

CALL FROM 202

You are connected to the call and the indicator is steady.

14
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4.2

Priority call queuing
Incoming calls are queued according to priority, A, B or C which is
allocated by the System Supervisor.
Each call will be displayed as it arrives:
CALL FROM 202

The indicator associated with 202 flashes.
CALL FROM 203
WAITING

The indicator associated with 203 flashes.
The display then reverts back to the call at the head of the queue.
CALL FROM 202

Both indicators will flash. If more than three calls are queued, the
indicators flash at a faster rate.
All indicators (if allocated) will flash for as long as the calls
associated with those indicators remain queued.
You can answer the call at the head of the queue, or you can
select a specific call from the queue.
 To answer the call at the head of the queue.
 Lift the handset

or press

SPEAKER

PLEASE KEY

 Press and release

ANSWER

or

FACILITY

*

5

CALL FROM 202

You are connected to the call and the indicator is steady.
15
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To move to the next call in the queue.
 Press and release

DROP

or

FACILITY

*

5

0

*

5

1

 This clears the current call and the display shows:
PLEASE KEY

 Followed by:
CALL FROM 203
WAITING

 Press and release

ANSWER

or

FACILITY

CALL FROM 203

You are connected to the call and the indicator is steady.

To answer a specific call in the queue.
 Lift the handset

or press

SPEAKER

PLEASE KEY

 Press the extension key (if allocated) or
2
 Dial the number of the call to be answered e.g.
CALL FROM 203

You are connected to the call to be answered.

16
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4.3

Picking up an exchange line call
An exchange line call that is held, or ringing an extension, can be
picked up by any terminal that has a line key associated with that
exchange line number.
 Lift the handset

or press SPEAKER

 Press and release the line key next to the flashing indicator.
CALL FROM EXCH 04

You are connected to the call and the indicator is steady.
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5. CALL HANDLING
5.1

Calling a busy extension or exchange line
If the extension (or exchange line) you called was busy, the
display shows:
203 BUSY

The indicator next to the associated key (if allocated) will be lit.
You can either:
a) Remain off-hook until the called party replaces his handset.
The extension will then ring as normal and your display
shows:
203 RINGING

then

203 ANSWERED

The associated indicator will flash when ringing, and be
steady when answered.
b) You can set a Call back when available, or you can intrude on
the call (see 6.4).
5.2

Call back when available/free (Camp-On)
After receiving busy tone:
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY

#

1

FACILITY

#

0
PLEASE KEY

203 BUSY

then
The associated indicator will be lit.
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 Replace the handset
mode).

or press SPEAKER (Handsfree

Your terminal will ring for 30 seconds when the extension (or
the exchange line) becomes free.
CALL BACK FROM 203

 Press and release
 Lift the handset

ANSWER

or

FACILITY

*

5

1

or press SPEAKER

The called extension will be rung, (or you will receive exchange
line dial tone if you had tried to access an exchange line).
203 RINGING

203 ANSWERED

then
The associated indicator will flash when ringing, and be steady
when answered.
5.3

Call hold and retrieve
This enables you to place a call on hold in order to make an
enquiry call, to answer another call, or to replace your handset
without losing the call.
Calls can be held on all keys with an indicator at the same time,
provided the exchange line or extension line is programmed
under the key.
Two calls not associated with these keys can be held at any one
time.
The held call will receive either internal or external Music on Hold.
5.3.1 Holding a call
HOLD

 Press and release
PLEASE KEY

19
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FACILITY

*
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 If the call on hold has an associated programmable key,
the status indicator next to that key will flash.
 If you place a call on hold and then replace the handset,
(or press the SPEAKER key if in Handsfree mode), your
terminal will ring every 18 seconds as a reminder of the
held call.
CALL HELD

 Retrieve the held call as described in 5.3.2.
5.3.2 Retrieving a call on hold
If the held call has a flashing indicator:
 Lift the handset

or press

SPEAKER

 Press and release the key next to the flashing indicator.
If the held call does not have a flashing indicator:
 Lift the handset

or press

 Press and release RETRIEVE

SPEAKER
or

FACILITY

*

CALL FROM 202

 You are reconnected to the held call.

5.3.3 Autohold
Check with your System Supervisor whether this facility is
available on your system.
When this facility is implemented, a current internal call is
automatically placed on hold when the programmable key
associated with another extension is pressed, or its
extension number is dialled via the keypad.

20
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To transfer the call, replace your handset, or press
SPEAKER (if in Handsfree mode). The original call is now
connected to the other extension, or:
To return to the original call, press its associated
programmable key, or dial its number via the keypad.
Autohold is only available on external exchange line calls if
the exchange line and the extension number to which an
enquiry call, or to which the exchange line call is to be
transferred, are both stored under programmable keys.
5.4

Call pick-up group
A pick-up group is a pre-defined group of extensions, each of
which can dial a specific code to answer an internal, or external
call, ringing on another extension within the group.
5.4.1 Picking up a call
 Lift the handset
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

or press

SPEAKER

FACILITY

* *

FACILITY

5

3

3

CALL FROM 203

You are now connected to the incoming call.

5.4.2 Picking up a call at a specific extension
This facility allows you to answer a call ringing at a specific
extension within the same pick-up group.
 Lift the handset
 Press and release

or press
FACILITY

21
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DIRECTED CALL PICK-UP
PLEASE KEY

 Press the extension key (if allocated) or dial the number
of the ringing extension.
You are now connected to the incoming call.
 If you try to pick up a call ringing at an extension not in
your pick-up group, you will receive Number
Unobtainable (NU) tone.
5.4.3 Picking up an exchange line call on hold
This facility allows you to retrieve an exchange line call
placed on hold by any other extension within the group,
provided the exchange line number (704,708 etc) is known.
 Lift the handset
 Press and release

or press
FACILITY

SPEAKER

*

3

DIRECTED CALL PICK-UP
PLEASE KEY

 Dial the exchange line number of the call on Hold.
CALL FROM EXCH 04

 You are now connected to the held call.
 If you try to pick up a call on an exchange line not in your
pick up group, you will receive Number Unobtainable
(NU) tone.
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5.4.4 Call pick-up in Night Service mode
An exchange line call received while the system is in Night
Service mode, may be picked up from any extension,
without having to belong to a call pick-up group.
 Lift the handset

or press

SPEAKER

 Dial 8
5.5

Last number redial
The system automatically stores the last number dialled for use at
a later time. This number will be overwritten when another
number is dialled. (see also 5.6 Notepad).
5.5.1 Using last number redial
 Lift the handset

or press

Set1
 Press and release FACILITY
Set2
 Press and release FACILITY

SPEAKER

* #
* *

3

8

204 RINGING

5.6

Notepad
Allows the storing of a number (up to 25 digits) at the terminal as
a note. Using this facility will overwrite the contents of the Last
Number Redial store. The Notepad contents will be overwritten
when the next call is made.
5.6.1 Storing a number in the Notepad
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY
FACILITY

NOTEPAD
PLEASE KEY

23
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 Enter the number to be stored e.g. 2 0 3 for an
extension number or, for an exchange line number:
0 # 8 1 3 2 2 2 0 or
7

0

4

#

 Press and release

8

1

3

2

2

2

0

PROGRAM

Note: If the system operates as a satellite off a host PBX,
the access code 0 and a pause (#) must be entered
before dialling the number of an extension connected
to that PBX i.e. 0 # <ext>.
When storing an external line number, after entering
the exchange line number e.g. 704 or the access
code 0, the PBX access code (e.g. 9) and a pause (#)
must be added i.e. 7 0 4 # 9 # or 0 # 9 # before
dialling the rest of the number.
5.6.2 Dialling a number from the Notepad
 Lift the handset
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

or press
FACILITY
FACILITY

203 RINGING

or
5.7

SPEAKER

* #
* *

3

8

EXCH 04
#8132220

Through dialling
If a request is received for a line to which the caller does not
normally have access:





Take the required number and place the caller on Hold.
Select an exchange line and dial the required number.
Press and release the SPEAKER key if in handsfree mode, or
Replace the handset.

The caller will now be connected to the required number.
24
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5.8

Transferring a call
You can transfer an internal or an exchange line call to any other
extension on your system, or transfer an internal call to an
exchange line. (See also 5.3.3 Autohold).
5.8.1 To transfer a call
 Whilst engaged on the call to be transferred:
 Press and release

HOLD

 Press and release

FACILITY

or

*

9

PLEASE KEY

 Press the extension or exchange line key (if allocated),
or dial the number of the extension e.g. 203 or the
exchange line to which the call is being transferred.
203 RINGING

 When ringing or engaged tone is heard:
 Replace the handset
Handsfree mode), or

or press
FACILITY

 Press and release

*

SPEAKER
5

7

(if in

or

 When the called party answers, announce the call then:
 Replace the handset

or press

SPEAKER

 If you transferred the call and replaced the handset (or
pressed SPEAKER) when the ringing or engaged tone
was heard, if it is not answered within 30 seconds, it will
revert back to your extension (see 5.8.5).
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5.8.2 Called extension unable to accept transfer
 Press and release the key next to the flashing indicator,
or
 Press and release RETRIEVE
 Press and release

FACILITY

or
1

*

CALL FROM 202

You are reconnected to the call on Hold.
5.8.3 To accept a transferred call (after an enquiry call to you)
CALL FROM 202

 Wait for the caller to replace the handset.
CALL FROM 203

 You are connected to the transferred call.
5.8.4 Transferring an incoming call to a call on Hold
 To transfer a new incoming call to a call you already
have on Hold:
 Answer the new incoming call, then place it on Hold:
 Press and release

HOLD

 Press and release

FACILITY

PLEASE KEY

26
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*
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 Retrieve the call already on HOLD:
 Press and release the key next to the flashing indicator,
or
 Press and release RETRIEVE
or
FACILITY

 Press and release

1

*

CALL FROM 202

 Replace the handset

or press

SPEAKER

 The incoming call is now connected to the call on Hold.

5.8.5 Re-establish transfer
 When the unanswered transferred call returns to your
extension:
 Lift the handset

or press

SPEAKER

202 RETURNING

 You are reconnected to the call on Hold. If the caller still
wishes to be transferred:
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

FACILITY
FACILITY

5

8

*
*

2

CALL TRANSFERRED



Replace the handset

27
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5.9

Trunk to Trunk Transfer (V4.xx only)
This feature allows the Attendant Console to transfer one
exchange call to another exchange. The disconnect time is
programmable by the System Supervisor.
The Attendant Console will place the first exchange call on hold
and establish the second exchange call. Once the second
exchange call is established, the Attendant can go on-hook and
the two exchange lines will be connected together.
The duration of the connection is programmable between 30
seconds (default) and 10 minutes. The System Supervisor must
enable the feature and also set the disconnect time.
Either party can extend the duration of the connection by entering
a specific digit when the disconnect warning tone is received.

5.10 Voice alert
Allows a call to be made through the speaker of the terminal
dialled without that terminal ringing. The called party can answer
by lifting the handset, or, pressing the SPEAKER key. The
volume is adjustable via the volume control keys.
5.10.1 Activating voice alert
 Lift the handset
Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

or press SPEAKER
FACILITY

*

8

FACILITY

5

#

#

VOICE ALERT
PLEASE KEY

 Press the extension key (if allocated), or dial the required
extension number e.g. 207.
VOICE ALERT
TO 207
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 If successful, you will hear Facility Accept tone and can
now speak directly through the speaker of the called
terminal.
5.10.2 Cancelling voice alert
 Replace the handset

SPEAKER

or press

5.11 Shuttle
This allows you to swap between the call placed on Hold and the
caller to whom you are currently speaking. Keying the Shuttle
code will switch between the two callers.
5.11.1 Shuttling between two calls
Set1
 Press and release FACILITY
Set2
 Press and release FACILITY

*
*

8

2

6

Alternatively, the code can be programmed under a
programmable key and then used to switch between calls.
5.11.2 Stopping Shuttle
Whilst connected to one of the calls:
 Press and release

DROP

 Press and release

FACILITY

or

*

5

0

To return to the held call:
 Press and release the key next to the flashing indicator.
If the held call does not have a flashing indicator:
 Press and release RETRIEVE
 Press and release

FACILITY

29
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6. USING THE FACILITIES
Some of the following facilities may only be allocated by the System
Supervisor and can be allocated on a per extension basis to allow
for maximum flexibility (check with your System Supervisor).
Note the following points when using the facilities:

6.1



Check if the required facility has been stored under a
programmable key, as this is quicker and easier to use.



The facility code must be dialled promptly after pressing and
releasing the FACILITY key, otherwise the partially entered
code will be cleared.



Unless otherwise stated, the handset can be either on-hook or
off-hook when using a facility.

Abbreviated dialling
There are two types of abbreviated dialling, Speed Call and
Autodial.
6.1.1 Speed call (Central store)
Allows a three digit (V3.xx) or two digit (V4.xx) code to be
keyed, which the system converts into a full telephone
number, and then uses to make the call.
The System Supervisor may store up to one hundred
external number codes in the store and only the Supervisor
may change these numbers.
Any access restriction (call barring) applicable to a particular
extension will not apply to calls established by Speed Call.
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To make a Speed Call
 Press and release

FACILITY

#

6

SPEEDCALL
KEY ENTRY NUMBER

 Dial the short code (001-100 V3.xx or 00-99 V4.xx) for
the required number, (available from your System
Supervisor).
Calls can be made by pre-select dialling with the handset
on-hook, but the handset must be lifted, or the SPEAKER
key pressed, within three seconds or the call will be
cancelled.
If an invalid code is entered, Facility Reject tone will be
heard.
6.1.2 Autodial (Terminal personal number store)
Up to ten numbers, of up to 25 digits each, may be stored in
the terminal’s memory. The 25 digits must include external
line access digits and any necessary pauses (#) if the
system functions as a satellite off a PBX.
Note: Numbers dialled using this facility are subject to
access restriction (call barring).
To store a number
 Do not go off-hook
 Press and release

FACILITY

AUTODIAL
KEY ENTRY NUMBER

 Enter a store number (0-9).
PROGRAM AUTODIAL
PLEASE KEY
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 Enter the number to be stored. If it is an external
exchange line number, it must be preceded by the
exchange line number eg. 704, or the access code 0.
PROGRAM AUTODIAL
7048132220

or PROGRAM AUTODIAL
08132220

 The pause # is automatically inserted when the
exchange line number, or the access code is keyed.
 Press and release

PROGRAM

Note: If the system operates as a satellite off a host PBX,
the access code 0 and a pause (#) must be entered before
dialling the number of an extension connected to that PBX
i.e. 0 # <ext>.
When storing an external number, after entering the
exchange line number e.g. 704 or the access code 0, the
PBX access code (e.g. 9) and a pause (#) must be added
i.e. 7049# or 09# before dialling the rest of the number.
To view a stored number
 Do not go off-hook
 Press and release

FACILITY

#

3

n

(where n is a store number 0-9)
PROGRAM AUTODIAL
704#8132220

or

PROGRAM AUTODIAL
0#8132220

 No further action should be taken for a further 3 seconds
as the system will interpret this as an attempt to change,
or to dial, the stored number.
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To clear a stored number
 Do not go off-hook
 Press and release

FACILITY

#

3

n

*

(where n is a store number 0-9)
AUTODIAL 0
CLEARED

To dial a stored number
 Lift the handset
 Press and release

or press
FACILITY

SPEAKER
#

3

AUTODIAL
KEY ENTRY NUMBER

 Enter the store number (0-9).
EXCH 04
#8132220

 The stored number is dialled automatically and shown on
the display.
6.2

Night Service
When the system is in night service mode, any calls to the
console group will ring the extensions on the night service ring
list. This list is compiled by the System Supervisor and stored in
the system memory.
Any calls in progress, or held, when the system is switched into,
or out of night service mode will not be affected. All calls after the
switchover will ring the night service ring list.
The system can be switched either automatically, at pre-set
times, or manually. Manual switching will override an automatic
setting.
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6.2.1 Switching manually to Night Service
 Press and release

NIGHT SERVICE

 Press and release

FACILITY

*

or
5

4

02-05-1999
14:44
NIGHT SERVICE

6.2.2 Cancelling Night Service
 Press and release

NIGHT SERVICE

 Press and release

FACILITY

02-05-1999

6.3

*

or
5

4

14:44

Page/Broadcast
The Page/Broadcast facility enables you to broadcast through the
speakers of all free terminals.
Broadcast will stop at a particular terminal if it goes off-hook, the
SPEAKER/MONITOR key is pressed, or it receives incoming
ringing.
A broadcast call will succeed provided at least one suitable
terminal is available. A broadcast call will not queue against a
busy terminal.
A broadcast call will not succeed at a called terminal if a DO NOT
DISTURB is set. Broadcast calls will not follow any DIVERTS set
at the called terminals. Broadcast calls cannot be held.
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6.3.1 Activating Broadcast
 Lift the handset

or press

 Press and release

PAGE

Set1
 Press and release
Set2
 Press and release

SPEAKER
or

FACILITY

#

*

FACILITY

5

0

3

5

If the call succeeds, you will receive Facility Accept tone. If
the facility is already in use, or no suitable terminals are
available, you will receive engaged tone.
 The display shows the relevant message:
BROADCAST CALL

BROADCAST
UNOBTAINABLE

or

When receiving a broadcast call, the volume can be
adjusted using the volume control keys.
6.3.2 Cancelling Broadcast
 Replace the handset
6.4

or press

SPEAKER

Intrude
After receiving Busy Tone:
 Press and release

FACILITY

*

5

6

An Intrude tone will indicate your intrusion to both parties, after
which you are connected to the call, and can be heard by both
parties.
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6.5

Save Store
The contents of the Last Number Redial (LNR) store can be
transferred to the Save store to avoid being lost by making
another call or using the Notepad.
6.5.1 Transferring the number to the Save Store
 Press and release

FACILITY

*

5

5

6.5.2 Dialling the number in the Save Store
 Lift the handset
 Press and release

or press
FACILITY

36
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7. MAINS FAIL OPERATION
System terminals do not function under mains fail conditions. Calls
may only be made from standard telephones.
Check with your System Supervisor for the location of a designated
mains fail telephone.
Lift the handset and either, dial the required number, (it is not
necessary to dial any line access digits), or:
Follow any specific instructions on the telephone.
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8. ATTENDANT CONSOLE FACILITIES AND CODES
Answer………… ........................................................... F*51
Drop…………… ............................................................ F*50
Console group in/out .................................................... F*58
Exchange line select ..................................................... F*53
Night service…… .......................................................... F*54
Off hook transfer ........................................................... F*57 & ext.
Operator intrude............................................................ F*56
Save number store ....................................................... F*55
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9. TERMINAL FACILITY CODES (SET1)
Account Code Unforced (V4.xx only) ..........................................F**21
Account Code Suppress (V4.xx only) ..........................................F**21*
Alarm Call 1/2 ..........................................................................F*71/F*72
Back On
..........................................................................F*#31
Broadcast
..........................................................................F#*35
Call Back When Available/Free (Camp-on) .................................F#1
Call Cost Display ........................................................................F*89
Call Duration Display ..................................................................F*#34
Call Park
..........................................................................F*87
Call Unpark
..........................................................................F*88
Call Pick-Up Internal/External .....................................................F**3
Specific Terminal/Exch. Line ................................................F*3 & ext./exch.
Night Service .......................................................................Dial 8
Cancel Re-directs .......................................................................F#00
Change Ringing Pitch .................................................................F#*37
Clock
..........................................................................F*#33
Conference
..........................................................................F*4
Divert All
..........................................................................F#9 & ext.
Divert On Busy ..........................................................................F#0# & ext.
Divert On No reply ......................................................................F#0* & ext.
Do Not Disturb ..........................................................................F#5
Executive Call Waiting (Intrude) ..................................................F#8
Follow Me (Setting) .....................................................................F*#90 & your ext.
Follow Me (Viewing) ...................................................................F#*90
Follow Me (Cancel) .....................................................................F#*90* at your ext.
Headset Working ........................................................................F*73
Hold
...................................................................................F*9
Last Number Redial ...................................................................F*#38
Message Set (V4.xx only) ...........................................................F*70
Message Reply (V4.xx only) .......................................................F*79
Mute
...................................................................................F*#37
Night Service Control ..................................................................F###84 & pswd & 0/1
Notepad
.............................................................................F*#39
Opting Into A Hunt Group ...........................................................F*#30*
Opting Out Of A Hunt Group .......................................................F*#30
Override Grade And Facility ........................................................F*80
Password Change .....................................................................F*81
Personal Number Store (AutoDial) ..............................................F#3 & code (0-9)
Re-establish Transfer .................................................................F*85
Retrieve A Call On Hold ..............................................................F*1
Return At
..........................................................................F*#32
Remote Recall ..........................................................................F#01
Remote Recall Double ................................................................F#02
Ringing/Tone Demonstration ......................................................F#*33 & nn
Room Status - Busy (V4.xx only) ................................................F##0
Room Status - Free (V4.xx only) .................................................F##0*
Shuttle
.............................................................................F*82
Speed Call (Central Store) ..........................................................F#6 & code (00-99)
Terminal Lock ..........................................................................F###83
Temporary Tone Inhibit ...............................................................F#*34
Voice Alert
..........................................................................F*8# & ext.
Voice Mail Log On/Off .................................................................F*2
Who Am I ?
..........................................................................F*83
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10. TERMINAL FACILITY CODES (SET2) – V4.XX ONLY
Account Code Unforced...........................................................F56
Account Code Unforced Suppress ..........................................F56*
Alarm Call 1/2 ..........................................................................F*71/F*72
Back On
..........................................................................F*74
Broadcast
..........................................................................F50
Call Back When Available/Free (Camp-on)..............................F#0
Call Cost Display .....................................................................F57
Call Duration Display ...............................................................F58
Call Park
..........................................................................F51
Call Unpark ..........................................................................F52
Call Pick-Up Internal/External ..................................................F53
Specific Terminal/Exch. Line .............................................F*3 & ext./exch.
Night Service ....................................................................Dial 8
Cancel Re-directs ....................................................................F4*
Change Ringing Pitch ..............................................................F*76
Clock
..........................................................................F59
Conference ..........................................................................F*4
Divert All
..........................................................................F41 & ext.
Divert On Busy ........................................................................F42 & ext.
Divert On No reply ...................................................................F43 & ext.
Do Not Disturb .........................................................................F49
Executive Call Waiting (Intrude) ...............................................F#8
Follow Me (Setting)..................................................................F46 & your ext.
Follow Me (Viewing) ................................................................F47
Follow Me (Cancel)..................................................................F47* at your ext.
Headset Working .....................................................................F#7
Hold
................................................................................F*9
Last Number Redial ................................................................F**
Message Set (V4.xx only) ........................................................F*70
Message Reply (V4.xx only) ....................................................F*79
Mute
................................................................................F#9
Night Service Control...............................................................F*59 & pswd & 0/1
Notepad
..........................................................................F*#
Opting Into A Hunt Group ........................................................F40
Opting Out Of A Hunt Group ....................................................F40
Override Grade And Facility ....................................................F*80
Password Change ..................................................................F#5
Personal Number Store (AutoDial)...........................................F#3 & code (0-9)
Re-establish Transfer ..............................................................F*2
Retrieve A Call On Hold...........................................................F*1
Return At
..........................................................................F*75
Remote Recall .........................................................................F#1
Remote Recall Double .............................................................F#2
Ringing/Tone Demonstration ...................................................F*77 nn
Room Status - Busy (V4.xx only) .............................................F##0
Room Status - Free (V4.xx only) ..............................................F##0*
Shuttle
..........................................................................F*6
Speed Call (Central Store) .......................................................F#6 & code (00-99)
Terminal Lock ..........................................................................F#4
Temporary Tone Inhibit............................................................F*78
Voice Mail Log On/Off .............................................................F*73
Voice Alert
..........................................................................F5# & ext.
Who Am I ? ..........................................................................F48
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Notes:
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